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ortuguese and i do not know if it really works – RoFJul 16 '14 at 16:51 this have a list of all the users
that are active on the server in their screen, and you can see in this screen the users for whom have
the root access? – RoFJul 16 '14 at 16:53 I have to create a bash script that does all the work as the
command does. I don't have root access so I have to make it with my user. – RoFJul 16 '14 at 16:56
are there any online sites/websites to make sure the file is there and that there are no errors in the
code? – RoFJul 16 '14 at 17:00 Have you ever installed anything with a shell script? – RoFJul 16 '14
at 17:03 this is my code and it works fine on my windows but on ubuntu it seems that there is a
problem and I do not know why, the input I have is wrong, I have to make the password in the script
file, not in the main txt file, that's my problem. – RoFJul 17 '14 at 8:48 1 So the first question is, what
is your code supposed to do? Are you just making a random guess, or are you trying to actually
execute some file? – binaryfieldJul 17 '14 at 12:36Q: Is there any way to get the extension of.tar file
using PowerShell? I am trying to get the extension of a file before and after making a move. I need to
get the extension after the move to the move location. I found out that you can get the extension of a
file, but there is no way to get it after a move. $ext = Get-Extension $file I want to check that the
extension of the file before and after it is moved to a new location. $old = move-item $file -
destination $new A: Yes, you can retrieve the extension on the file object as the $file.Extension
property. I wouldn't recommend the below code, but it will work if you're desperate for a solution.
$old = move-item $file -destination $new $new.Extension $file.Extension Managing intellectual
property (IP) can be a challenge for any entrepreneur. But it’s especially difficult for non-lawyers,
who may not understand what the IP statutes mean, who don’t have the time to develop new IP
ideas, or who have little experience or advice f988f36e3a
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